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 The quark model of hadrons and the color quantum number 

The electromagnetic interaction

 Feynman diagrams for scattering processes

 Reactions mediated by the strong force
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Today’s lecture
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The quark model 
of hadrons
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Work out the values of B for the proton and the pion

The baryonic number
Strongly interacting particles carry a new quantum number: the baryonic number

As for the leptonic number, this baryonic quantum number B is conserved in all 
reactions involving hadrons and the strong interaction

For quarks we have that Bq = +1/3

exercise
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The baryonic number
Strongly interacting particles carry a new quantum number: the baryonic number

As for the leptonic number, this baryonic quantum number B is conserved in all 
reactions involving hadrons and the strong interaction

For quarks we have that Bq = +1/3

exercise
Work out the values of B for the proton and the pion

Bπ+ = Bu + Bd̄ = +
1
3

+ (−
1
3 ) = 0π+ = (u d̄)

As for other quantum charges, B for antiquarks is the opposite that for quarks

Same pattern for all other mesons: B = 0
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Work out the values of B for the proton and the pion

Particles that do not interact via the strong force, such as leptons, have B = 0

The baryonic number
Strongly interacting particles carry a new quantum number: the baryonic number

As for the leptonic number, this baryonic quantum number B is conserved in all 
reactions involving hadrons and the strong interaction

For quarks we have that Bq = +1/3

exercise

Bp = 2 × Bu + Bd = 2 ×
1
3

+
1
3

= 1p = (u u d)

Same pattern for all other baryons (antibaryons): B = +1 ( B = -1 )
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The baryonic number
Strongly interacting particles carry a new quantum number: the baryonic number

As for the leptonic number, this baryonic quantum number B is conserved in all 
reactions involving hadrons and the strong interaction

n → p + e− + ν̄e

p → e+ + νe + π0

τ+ → p̄ + ν̄τ
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The baryonic number
Strongly interacting particles carry a new quantum number: the baryonic number

As for the leptonic number, this baryonic quantum number B is conserved in all 
reactions involving hadrons and the strong interaction

n → p + e− + ν̄e

p → e+ + νe + π0

Yes : Bin = Bfin = 0

τ+ → p̄ + ν̄τ
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The baryonic number
Strongly interacting particles carry a new quantum number: the baryonic number

As for the leptonic number, this baryonic quantum number B is conserved in all 
reactions involving hadrons and the strong interaction

n → p + e− + ν̄e

p → e+ + νe + π0

Yes : Bin = Bfin = 0

τ+ → p̄ + ν̄τ

No : Bin = 1 ≠ Bfin = 0
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The baryonic number
Strongly interacting particles carry a new quantum number: the baryonic number

As for the leptonic number, this baryonic quantum number B is conserved in all 
reactions involving hadrons and the strong interaction

n → p + e− + ν̄e

p → e+ + νe + π0

Yes : Bin = Bfin = 0

τ+ → p̄ + ν̄τ

No : Bin = 1 ≠ Bfin = 0

No : Bin = 0 ≠ Bfin = − 1
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The baryonic number
Strongly interacting particles carry a new quantum number: the baryonic number

As for the leptonic number, this baryonic quantum number B is conserved in all 
reactions involving hadrons and the strong interaction

n → p + e− + ν̄e

p → e+ + νe + π0

Yes : Bin = Bfin = 0

τ+ → p̄ + ν̄τ

No : Bin = 1 ≠ Bfin = 0

No : Bin = 0 ≠ Bfin = − 1

An important consequence of B-conservation is that protons are absolutely stable
why?
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Isospin
Isospin is an approximate symmetry that connects specific hadrons 
sharing common properties, such as mass and spin, among them

Why the proton and the neutron have 
almost identical masses?

Why the neutral and charged pions 
have almost identical masses?

why?
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Isospin
Isospin is an approximate symmetry that connects specific hadrons 
sharing common properties, such as mass and spin, among them

Why the neutral and charged pions 
have almost identical masses?

π+ = (u d̄)
π0 =

1

2
(u ū) −

1

2
(d d̄)

π− = (d ū)
Because you can ``rotate’’ among them by 

interchanging an up and a down quarks, 
which have a very similar mass
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Isospin
Isospin is an approximate symmetry that connects specific hadrons 
sharing common properties, such as mass and spin, among them

Why the proton and the neutron have 
almost identical masses?

p = (u u d)
n = (u d d)

Isospin symmetry relates hadrons that transform 
into each other by interchanging u and d quarks
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Strangeness
The strange quark content of hadrons has associated another 

quantum number / quantum charge: strangeness

The strangeness quantum number S is conserved in all reactions involving the 
strong and electromagnetic interactions, but not with the weak interaction

Ss = − 1 Ss̄ = + 1

Su = Sd = Sc = Sb = St = 0
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Strangeness
The strange quark content of hadrons has associated another 

quantum number / quantum charge: strangeness

The strangeness quantum number S is conserved in all reactions involving the 
strong and electromagnetic interactions, but not with the weak interaction

Ss = − 1 Ss̄ = + 1

Su = Sd = Sc = Sb = St = 0

As for other quantum charges, strangeness is additive 

K+ = (u s̄) SK+ = Su + Ss̄ = 0 + (+1) = + 1

Λ0 = (u d s) SΛ0 = Su + Sd + Ss = 0 + 0 + (−1) = − 1
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The charmness and bottomness quantum numbers C and b are conserved in the 
strong and electromagnetic interactions, but not in the weak interaction

The charm and bottom quark content of hadrons has also associated 
dedicated quantum numbers / quantum charges: charmness and bottomness

As for other quantum charges, charmness and bottomness are additive 

Charmness and bottomness

Cc = + 1 Cc̄ = − 1

Cu = Cd = Cs = Cb = Ct = 0

bb = − 1 bb̄ = + 1

bu = bd = bs = bc = bt = 0
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These are the instructions for hadron-building:

We are now in position to determine the quark content of arbitrary hadrons 
exploiting only the knowledge of the quantum numbers of the latter

Hadron-building with quarks

 The values of the electric charge Q, the baryon number B, and of the strangeness, 
charmness, and bottomness S, C, b of the constituent quarks must add up to that of the 
corresponding hadron
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These are the instructions for hadron-building:

We are now in position to determine the quark content of arbitrary hadrons 
exploiting only the knowledge of the quantum numbers of the latter

Hadron-building with quarks

 The values of the electric charge Q, the baryon number B, and of the strangeness, 
charmness, and bottomness S, C, b of the constituent quarks must add up to that of the 
corresponding hadron

 Only hadrons with integer values of the electric charge Q and of the baryon number B 
are physically allowed
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These are the instructions for hadron-building:

We are now in position to determine the quark content of arbitrary hadrons 
exploiting only the knowledge of the quantum numbers of the latter

Hadron-building with quarks

 The values of the electric charge Q, the baryon number B, and of the strangeness, 
charmness, and bottomness S, C, b of the constituent quarks must add up to that of the 
corresponding hadron

 Only hadrons with integer values of the electric charge Q and of the baryon number B 
are physically allowed

 The mass of a given hadron will always be higher than the sum of the masses of its 
constituent quarks
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These are the instructions for hadron-building:

We are now in position to determine the quark content of arbitrary hadrons 
exploiting only the knowledge of the quantum numbers of the latter

Hadron-building with quarks

 The values of the electric charge Q, the baryon number B, and of the strangeness, 
charmness, and bottomness S, C, b of the constituent quarks must add up to that of the 
corresponding hadron

 Only hadrons with integer values of the electric charge Q and of the baryon number B 
are physically allowed

 The mass of a given hadron will always be higher than the sum of the masses of its 
constituent quarks

 Spin is not an additive quantum number, since it is a vectorial quantity. For example 
the proton is a spin-1/2 hadron composed by three spin-1/2 quarks
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Determine the quark composition of the following two hadrons:

Hadron-building with quarks

Δ++ : B = + 1 , S = C = b = 0

Ξ− : B = + 1 , S = − 2 , C = b = 0

exercise
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Determine the quark composition of the following two hadrons:

Hadron-building with quarks

Δ++ : B = + 1 , S = C = b = 0

Ξ− : B = + 1 , S = − 2 , C = b = 0

exercise

 Since B=+1 this hadron is a baryon composed by thee quarks

 Since Q=+2 (as indicated by symbol) it must contain either up or charm quarks

Q = + 2 = 3 × (+2/3) = 3 × Qu/c
 Since C=0, it must contain the same number of charm quarks and antiquarks: zero (per above)

Δ++ = (u u u)
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Determine the quark composition of the following two hadrons:

Hadron-building with quarks

Δ++ : B = + 1 , S = C = b = 0

Ξ− : B = + 1 , S = − 2 , C = b = 0

exercise

 Since B=+1 this hadron is a baryon composed by three quarks

 Since Q=+2 (as indicated by symbol) it must contain either up or charm quarks

Q = + 2 = 3 × (+2/3) = 3 × Qu/c
 Since C=0, it must contain the same number of charm quarks and antiquarks: zero (per above)

Δ++ = (u u u)

 Since B=+1 this hadron is a baryon composed by three quarks

 Since Q=-1 (as indicated by symbol) it must contain three down or strange quarks
Q = − 1 = 3 × (−1/3) = 3 × Qd/s

 Since S=-2, it must contain two strange quarks

Ξ− = (d s s)
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Determine the quark composition of the following two hadrons:

Hadron-building with quarks

J/ψ : B = 0 , S = C = b = 0, mJ/ψ = 3.1 GeV

Λ0
b : B = 1 , S = C = 0,b = − 1

exercise
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Determine the quark composition of the following two hadrons:

Hadron-building with quarks

J/ψ : B = 0 , S = C = b = 0, mJ/ψ = 3.1 GeV

Λ0
b : B = 1 , S = C = 0,b = − 1

exercise

 Since B=0 this hadron is a meson composed by a quark and and antiquark

 Since there is no mention of an electric charge, we can say that Q=0

 Since S=C=b=0, it contains the same number of strange, charm, and bottom quarks than 
the corresponding antiquarks. Since the mass is roughly twice the charm mass we have:

J/ψ = (c c̄)
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Determine the quark composition of the following two hadrons:

Hadron-building with quarks

J/ψ : B = 0 , S = C = b = 0, mJ/ψ = 3.1 GeV

Λ0
b : B = 1 , S = C = 0,b = − 1

exercise

 Since B=0 this hadron is a meson composed by a quark and and antiquark

 Since there is no mention of an electric charge, we can say that Q=0

 Since S=C=b=0, it contains the same number of strange, charm, and bottom quarks than 
the corresponding antiquarks. Since the mass is roughly twice the charm mass we have:

J/ψ = (c c̄)

 Since B=+1 this hadron is a baryon composed by three quarks

 From the symbol we read that Q=0: we need one up-type quark and two down-type quarks

 Since b=-1, it contains at least one more bottom quark than antiquarks

Λ0
b = (u d b) Q = 0 = + 2/3 + 2 × (−1/3)
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Color: the charge of 
the strong interaction
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Let’s go back to the quark composition of the Delta baryon:

The color of quarks

 Since it contains three identical quarks, its quantum wave function is symmetric if two quarks 
are interchanged

 Moreover since this baryon has spin s=+3/2, it means that the three quarks have their spins 
pointing in the same direction: the spin component of the wave function is also symmetric

Δ++ = (u u u)

|ψΔ++⟩ = |u u u⟩ ⊗ | ↑ ↑ ↑ ⟩

However a spin-3/2 particle is a fermion, whose wave function should be 
antisymmetric with respect to the exchange of two quarks

What are we missing?
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Now when two quarks are interchanged the color wave function changes sign, and 
thus the total hadronic wave function behaves as corresponding to fermions

Quarks carry a new quantum number called color which is the ``charge’’ of 
the strong interactions. Color can exist in three types: ``blue’’, ``red’’, ``green’’

Let’s go back to the quark composition of the Delta baryon:

The color of quarks

 Since it contains three identical quarks, its quantum wave function is symmetric if two quarks 
are interchanged

 Moreover since this baryon has spin s=+3/2, it means that the three quarks have their spins 
pointing in the same direction: the spin component of the wave function is also symmetric

Δ++ = (u u u)

|r g b⟩ = − |r b g⟩

|ψΔ++⟩ = |u u u⟩ ⊗ | ↑ ↑ ↑ ⟩

|ψΔ++⟩ = |u u u⟩ ⊗ | ↑ ↑ ↑ ⟩ ⊗ |r g b⟩
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The strong (?) interaction

 31

A crucial property of color is that is leads to a confining force at large distances

Since the interaction strength increases with the distance, we cannot completely 
separate two quarks apart since that would require an infinite force

V(r) ∝ − 1/r

V(r) ∝ r

Po
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The strong (?) interaction

 32

The strong interaction is therefore a confining force: only hadrons 
which are color-neutral are physically allowed

An baryon is ``white’’ (color-neutral) if 
composed by quarks or antiquarks carrying: anti-

blue, anti-green, and anti-red color charges

A crucial property of color is that is leads to a confining force at large distances

Since the interaction strength increases with the distance, we cannot completely 
separate two quarks apart since that would require an infinite force
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The strong (?) interaction

 33

The strong interaction is therefore a confining force: only hadrons 
which are color-neutral are physically allowed

Color fields in Baryons

Note no outgoing lines

A crucial property of color is that is leads to a confining force at large distances

Since the interaction strength increases with the distance, we cannot completely 
separate two quarks apart since that would require an infinite force
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The strong (?) interaction

 34

The strong interaction is therefore a confining force: only hadrons 
which are color-neutral are physically allowed

Color fields in Mesons

Note no outgoing lines

A crucial property of color is that is leads to a confining force at large distances

Since the interaction strength increases with the distance, we cannot completely 
separate two quarks apart since that would require an infinite force
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 35

Electromagnetism and 
Feynman diagrams
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In classical electromagnetism, the electric attraction between two 
charged particles is given by Coulomb’s law

 36

Quantum Electromagnetism

FE = k
Q1Q2

r2
Each charge generates an electric field which permeates all space, and 

other charges moving in this electric field are attracted/repelled
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At the quantum level, fundamental interactions look very different that at the classical level

 37

Quantum Electromagnetism

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHTWBc14-mk
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At the quantum level, fundamental interactions look very different that at the classical level

 38

Quantum Electromagnetism

Elementary particles interact by exchanging force carriers among them

The photon is the force carried particle of Quantum Electrodynamics, the 
quantum version of classical electromagnetic theory

A useful tool to visualise interactions between elementary particles is known as 
Feynman diagrams, that represent the trajectories in space and time of the 

particles involved in a scattering reaction
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At the quantum level, fundamental interactions look very different that at the classical level

 39

Quantum Electromagnetism

Elementary particles interact by exchanging force carriers among them
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In QED there is a unique interaction vertex:

 40

Quantum Electromagnetism

This fact implies the following important properties about the electromagnetic interaction:

 Electric charge is always conserved because the photon does not carry electric charge
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In QED there is a unique interaction vertex:

 41

Quantum Electromagnetism

This fact implies the following important properties about the electromagnetic interaction:

 Electric charge is always conserved because the photon does not carry electric charge

 Being electrically neutral, the photon cannot interact with itself
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In QED there is a unique interaction vertex:

 42

Quantum Electromagnetism

This fact implies the following important properties about the electromagnetic interaction:

 Electric charge is always conserved because the photon does not carry electric charge

 Being electrically neutral, the photon cannot interact with itself

Flavour is conserved by QED interactions: automatic conservation of leptonic and baryonic 
numbers, as well as strangeness, charmness, and bottomness
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In QED there is a unique interaction vertex:

 43

Quantum Electromagnetism

This fact implies the following important properties about the electromagnetic interaction:

 Electric charge is always conserved because the photon does not carry electric charge

 Being electrically neutral, the photon cannot interact with itself

Flavour is conserved by QED interactions: automatic conservation of leptonic and baryonic 
numbers, as well as strangeness, charmness, and bottomness

 Since the photon is exactly massless, electromagnetism is a long-range force
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 44

The strong interaction 
and gluons
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It is useful to enumerate the properties of the strong interaction by comparing 
them with those of the electromagnetic interactions

 45

Strong force vs electromagnetism

Electromagnetism Strong interactions

 A single type of electric charge exists: the 
only thing that varies is its sign and magnitude
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It is useful to enumerate the properties of the strong interaction by comparing 
them with those of the electromagnetic interactions

 46

Strong force vs electromagnetism

Electromagnetism Strong interactions

 Three different types of colour charge exist:  
blue, green, red, with their own sign and magnitude

In general, a strongly interacting particle can carry an arbitrary 
combination of the red, green, and/or blue color charges

 A single type of electric charge exists: the 
only thing that varies is its sign and magnitude
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It is useful to enumerate the properties of the strong interaction by comparing 
them with those of the electromagnetic interactions

 47

Strong force vs electromagnetism

Electromagnetism Strong interactions

 Three different types of colour charge exist:  
blue, green, red, with their own sign and magnitude

 A single type of electric charge exists: the 
only thing that varies is its sign and magnitude

 Electromagnetism is transmitted by photons, 
which are massless and charge-neutral
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It is useful to enumerate the properties of the strong interaction by comparing 
them with those of the electromagnetic interactions

 48

Strong force vs electromagnetism

Electromagnetism Strong interactions

 Three different types of colour charge exist:  
blue, green, red, with their own sign and magnitude

 A single type of electric charge exists: the 
only thing that varies is its sign and magnitude

 Electromagnetism is transmitted by photons, 
which are massless and charge-neutral

 The strong interaction is transmitted by gluons, 
which are massless but charged under color

Since gluons are color-charged, they 
also interact among themselves 

without the need of quarks



It is useful to enumerate the properties of the strong interaction by comparing 
them with those of the electromagnetic interactions

 49

Strong force vs electromagnetism

Electromagnetism Strong interactions

 Three different types of colour charge exist:  
blue, green, red, with their own sign and magnitude

 A single type of electric charge exists: the 
only thing that varies is its sign and magnitude

 Electromagnetism is transmitted by photons, 
which are massless and charge-neutral

 The strong interaction is transmitted by gluons, 
which are massless but charged under color

 The strength of the electromagnetic 
interaction is always small: electromagnetism 
looks the same at all energies/distances
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It is useful to enumerate the properties of the strong interaction by comparing 
them with those of the electromagnetic interactions

 50

Strong force vs electromagnetism

Electromagnetism Strong interactions

 Three different types of colour charge exist:  
blue, green, red, with their own sign and magnitude

 A single type of electric charge exists: the 
only thing that varies is its sign and magnitude

 Electromagnetism is transmitted by photons, 
which are massless and charge-neutral

 The strong interaction is transmitted by gluons, 
which are massless but charged under color

 The strength of the electromagnetic 
interaction is always small: electromagnetism 
looks the same at all energies/distances

 The strength of the strong interaction 
varies with the energy/distance: very different 
behaviour depending on energy/distance
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In the quantum theory of elementary particles, the strength of an interaction is 
not fixed but rather varies with the energy of the scattering process

 51

The strong (?) interaction
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In the quantum theory of elementary particles, the strength of an interaction is 
not fixed but rather varies with the energy of the scattering process

 52

The strong (?) interaction
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(also 1/distance)
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In the quantum theory of elementary particles, the strength of an interaction is 
not fixed but rather varies with the energy of the scattering process

 53

The strong (?) interaction

St
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r f
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ce

(also 1/distance)

large energy / small 
distance: the strong 

force becomes weak!
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In the quantum theory of elementary particles, the strength of an interaction is 
not fixed but rather varies with the energy of the scattering process

 54

The strong (?) interaction

St
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th
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r f
or

ce

(also 1/distance)

large energy / small 
distance: the strong 

force becomes weak!

small energy / large 
distances: the strong 

force is much stronger
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The strong (?) interaction

 55

This behaviour is a consequence of the fact that gluons are color-charged, 
unlike photons which are electrically neutral

Since the interaction strength increases with the distance, we cannot 
completely separate two quarks apart since that would require an infinite force

The strong interaction is therefore a confining force: only hadrons 
which are color-neutral are physically allowed

An baryon is ``white’’ (color-neutral) if 
composed by quarks or antiquarks carrying: anti-

blue, anti-green, and anti-red color charges
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the quantum theory of the 
strong interactions: Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)

 56

Quantum Chromodynamics

Flavour is always conserved by strong interactions: automatic conservation of leptonic and 
baryonic numbers, as well as strangeness, charmness, and bottomness

This is a consequence of the fact that the only possible interaction vertices are:

And that gluons do not carry flavour quantum numbers
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the quantum theory of the 
strong interactions: Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)

 57

Quantum Chromodynamics

Flavour is always conserved by strong interactions: automatic conservation of leptonic and 
baryonic numbers, as well as strangeness, charmness, and bottomness

Gluons are charged under color so they can interact with themselves. They are however 
electrically neutral to they don’t affect the electric charge in strongly interacting processes
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the quantum theory of the 
strong interactions: Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)

 58

Quantum Chromodynamics

Flavour is always conserved by strong interactions: automatic conservation of leptonic and 
baryonic numbers, as well as strangeness, charmness, and bottomness

Gluons are charged under color so they can interact with themselves. They are however 
electrically neutral to they don’t affect the electric charge in strongly interacting processes

up quark

up quark

gluon
Is this reaction 

possible?
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the quantum theory of the 
strong interactions: Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)

 59

Quantum Chromodynamics

Flavour is always conserved by strong interactions: automatic conservation of leptonic and 
baryonic numbers, as well as strangeness, charmness, and bottomness

Gluons are charged under color so they can interact with themselves. They are however 
electrically neutral to they don’t affect the electric charge in strongly interacting processes

up quark

up quark

gluon

It is not possible 
since:

Qin =
2
3

+
2
3

=
4
3

≠ Qfin = 0
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gluon

Let us summarise what we have learned about the quantum theory of the 
strong interactions: Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)

 60

Quantum Chromodynamics

Flavour is always conserved by strong interactions: automatic conservation of leptonic and 
baryonic numbers, as well as strangeness, charmness, and bottomness

Gluons are charged under color so they can interact with themselves. They are however 
electrically neutral to they don’t affect the electric charge in strongly interacting processes

up quark

up anti-quark This reaction is 
instead possible:

Qin =
2
3

−
2
3

= 0 = Qfin

gluon
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gluon

Let us summarise what we have learned about the quantum theory of the 
strong interactions: Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)

 61

Quantum Chromodynamics

Flavour is always conserved by strong interactions: automatic conservation of leptonic and 
baryonic numbers, as well as strangeness, charmness, and bottomness

Gluons are charged under color so they can interact with themselves. They are however 
electrically neutral to they don’t affect the electric charge in strongly interacting processes

up quark

up anti-quark This reaction is 
instead possible:

Qin =
2
3

−
2
3

= 0 = Qfin
by convention,  in Feynman 
diagrams antiparticles are 
indicated by an arrow with 
opposite sign as particles

gluon
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the quantum theory of the 
strong interactions: Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)

 62

Quantum Chromodynamics

Flavour is always conserved by strong interactions: automatic conservation of leptonic and 
baryonic numbers, as well as strangeness, charmness, and bottomness

Gluons are charged under color so they can interact with themselves. They are however 
electrically neutral to they don’t affect the electric charge in strongly interacting processes

The strength of the strong force is not constant: it is more at low energies / large distances 
(leading to quark confinement into hadrons) but less at high energies / low distances (where it 
behaves like electromagnetism)
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the quantum theory of the 
strong interactions: Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)
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Quantum Chromodynamics

Flavour is always conserved by strong interactions: automatic conservation of leptonic and 
baryonic numbers, as well as strangeness, charmness, and bottomness

Gluons are charged under color so they can interact with themselves. They are however 
electrically neutral to they don’t affect the electric charge in strongly interacting processes

The strength of the strong force is not constant: it is more at low energies / large distances 
(leading to quark confinement into hadrons) but less at high energies / low distances (where it 
behaves like electromagnetism)

While quarks have fractional electric charge and baryon number, only hadrons with integer 
electric charge and baryon number are physically allowed
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Scattering reactions in QCD
Let’s try to understand some strong-interacting scattering processes in terms of QCD

π0 + p → n + π+
exercise

Write the corresponding Feynman diagram using only quarks and gluons 

π0 = (u ū) π+ = (u d̄)
Note also how Q, B, S, C, … are conserved in this reaction
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Scattering reactions in QCD
Let’s try to understand some strong-interacting scattering processes in terms of QCD

π0 + p → n + π+
exercise
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In QED there is a unique interaction vertex:

 66

Quantum Electromagnetism (QED)

This fact implies the following important properties about the electromagnetic interaction:

 Electric charge is always conserved because the photon does not carry electric charge

 Being electrically neutral, the photon cannot interact with itself

Flavour is conserved by QED interactions: automatic conservation of leptonic and baryonic 
numbers, as well as strangeness, charmness, and bottomness

 Since the photon is exactly massless, electromagnetism is a long-range force
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the quantum theory of the 
strong interactions: Quantum Chromodynamics

 67

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)

Flavour is always conserved by strong interactions: automatic conservation of leptonic and 
baryonic numbers, as well as strangeness, charmness, and bottomness

Gluons are charged under color so they can interact with themselves. They are however 
electrically neutral to they don’t affect the electric charge in strongly interacting processes

The strength of the strong force is not constant: it is more at low energies / large distances 
(leading to quark confinement into hadrons) but less at high energies / low distances (where it 
behaves like electromagnetism)

While quarks have fractional electric charge and baryon number, only hadrons with integer 
electric charge and baryon number are physically allowed
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Scattering reactions in QCD
Let’s try to understand some strong-interacting scattering processes in terms of QCD

π0 + p → n + π+
exercise

Write the corresponding Feynman diagram using only quarks and gluons 

π0 = (u ū) π+ = (u d̄)
Note also how Q, B, S, C, … are conserved in this reaction
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Scattering reactions in QCD
Let’s try to understand some strong-interacting scattering processes in terms of QCD

π0 + p → n + π+
exercise
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Scattering reactions in QCD
Let’s try to understand some strong-interacting scattering processes in terms of QCD

ρ+ → π+ + π0
exercise

Write the corresponding Feynman diagram using only quarks and gluons 

π0 = (u ū) π+ = (u d̄)
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Scattering reactions in QCD
Let’s try to understand some strong-interacting scattering processes in terms of QCD

ρ+ → π+ + π0
exercise
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Note also how Q, B, S, C, … are conserved in this reaction
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Drawing Feynman diagrams

If the scattering reaction involves composite particles (hadrons) first of all determine their 
quark decomposition making sure all quantum numbers add up consistently
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Drawing Feynman diagrams

If the scattering reaction involves composite particles (hadrons) first of all determine their 
quark decomposition making sure all quantum numbers add up consistently

Then put at the left of the diagram the initial-state particles and at the right of the 
diagram the final-state particles
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Drawing Feynman diagrams

If the scattering reaction involves composite particles (hadrons) first of all determine their 
quark decomposition making sure all quantum numbers add up consistently

Then put at the left of the diagram the initial-state particles and at the right of the 
diagram the final-state particles

Attempt to connect the initial and final state particles among them. Note that some 
particles will not interact and will be just spectators in the reaction
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Drawing Feynman diagrams

If the scattering reaction involves composite particles (hadrons) first of all determine their 
quark decomposition making sure all quantum numbers add up consistently

Then put at the left of the diagram the initial-state particles and at the right of the 
diagram the final-state particles

Attempt to connect the initial and final state particles among them. Note that some 
particles will not interact and will be just spectators in the reaction

Make sure that all interaction vertices conserve the corresponding quantum 
numbers: for example, if gluons or photons are conserved, then Q, B, S, C, b, … should 
be conserved
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The weak interaction
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 Fermi (30s) explained beta-decay of nuclei by a four-body interaction between neutrons, protons, 
electrons and neutrinos: the weak nuclear interaction

 Weak interaction also similar to electromagnetism, but with massive vector bosons, the W and Z 
particles. Due to large masses (80 and 91 GeV) their interactions are point-like at low energies

 77

Fermi picture of the weak interaction The weak interaction in the Standard Model

The weak nuclear force
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 Fermi (30s) explained beta-decay of nuclei by a four-body interaction between neutrons, protons, 
electrons and neutrinos: the weak nuclear interaction

 Weak interaction also similar to electromagnetism, but with massive vector bosons, the W and Z 
particles. Due to large masses (80 and 91 GeV) their interactions are point-like at low energies

 Evidence for Neutral Currents (73) followed by the discovery of the W and Z bosons at the CERN (83)

 78

Neutral currents in neutrino scattering:
indirect evidence for the Z boson

Discovery of Neutral Currents

Neutrino

Hadrons

The weak nuclear force
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It is useful to enumerate the properties of the weak interaction by comparing 
them with those of the electromagnetic interactions

 79

Weak force vs electromagnetism

Electromagnetism Weak interactions

 All particles in the SM are carry a weak charge, and 
the specific values depend on the matter particle

 A single type of electric charge exists: the 
only thing that varies is its sign and magnitude

 Electromagnetism is transmitted by photons, 
which are massless and charge-neutral

 The strength of the electromagnetic 
interaction is always small: electromagnetism 
looks the same at all energies/distances
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It is useful to enumerate the properties of the weak interaction by comparing 
them with those of the electromagnetic interactions

 80

Weak force vs electromagnetism

Electromagnetism Weak interactions

 All particles in the SM are carry a weak charge, and 
the specific values depend on the matter particle

 A single type of electric charge exists: the 
only thing that varies is its sign and magnitude

 Electromagnetism is transmitted by photons, 
which are massless and charge-neutral

 The strong interaction is transmitted by the W 
and Z bosons, which are massive and charged 
under the weak force

 The strength of the electromagnetic 
interaction is always small: electromagnetism 
looks the same at all energies/distances

mW± = 80.385 GeV
mZ0 = 91.1876 GeV
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It is useful to enumerate the properties of the weak interaction by comparing 
them with those of the electromagnetic interactions

 81

Weak force vs electromagnetism

Electromagnetism Weak interactions

 All particles in the SM are carry a weak charge, and 
the specific values depend on the matter particle

 A single type of electric charge exists: the 
only thing that varies is its sign and magnitude

 Electromagnetism is transmitted by photons, 
which are massless and charge-neutral

 The strength of the electromagnetic 
interaction is always small: electromagnetism 
looks the same at all energies/distances

 The weak interaction is always weak and 
confined to small scales (large value of mW,Z)

 The strong interaction is transmitted by the W 
and Z bosons, which are massive and charged 
under the weak force

range : Δr ∼ m−1
Δr ≃ ∞ (EM, QCD)

Δr ≃ 10−18 m (weak)
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A central difference of scattering reactions involving the weak force as opposed to the 
electromagnetic force is that the quark flavour quantum numbers (strangeness, 

charmness, and bottomness) are not necessarily conserved

 82

Weak reactions
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A central difference of scattering reactions involving the weak force as opposed to the 
electromagnetic force is that the quark flavour quantum numbers (strangeness, 

charmness, and bottomness) are not necessarily conserved

 83

Weak reactions

Let’s illustrate this with two reactions mediated by the weak force

K0 → π+ + π−

(s d̄) → (u d̄) + (d ū)
Sin = − 1 ≠ Sfin = 0 → ΔS ≠ 0
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A central difference of scattering reactions involving the weak force as opposed to the 
electromagnetic force is that the quark flavour quantum numbers (strangeness, 

charmness, and bottomness) are not necessarily conserved
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Weak reactions

Let’s illustrate this with two reactions mediated by the weak force

K0 → π+ + π−

(s d̄) → (u d̄) + (d ū)
Sin = − 1 ≠ Sfin = 0 → ΔS ≠ 0

D+ → K0 + e+ + νeexercise

Compute the variation in strangeness in this reaction
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exercise

A central difference of scattering reactions involving the weak force as opposed to the 
electromagnetic force is that the quark flavour quantum numbers (strangeness, 

charmness, and bottomness) are not necessarily conserved

 85

Weak reactions

Let’s illustrate this with two reactions mediated by the weak force

K0 → π+ + π−

(s d̄) → (u d̄) + (d ū)

Sin = 0 ≠ Sfin = − 1 → ΔS = − 1

D+ → K0 + e+ + νe

(c d̄) → (s d̄) + e+ + νe

Sin = − 1 ≠ Sfin = 0 → ΔS ≠ 0
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The weak boson W
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The weak boson W
The weak interactions are mediated by three massive bosons: W+, W+, Z0

 87

The main properties of the W bosons are:

 As opposed to the massless gluons and photons, the W boson is very massive, 
around 80 times the proton mass

mγ = 0

mW± = 80.385 GeV
mg = 0
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The weak boson W
The weak interactions are mediated by three massive bosons: W+, W+, Z0

 88

The main properties of the W bosons are:

 As opposed to the massless gluons and photons, the W boson is very massive, 
around 80 times the proton mass

 As in the case of the gluons (but not the photons), the W boson is charged under both  
electric and weak charges, and therefore can interact with itself

 Note how all these interaction vertices satisfy electric charge conservation

Qin = + 1 + (−1) = 0 = Qfin
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The weak boson W
The weak interactions are mediated by three massive bosons: W+, W+, Z0

 89

The main properties of the W bosons are:

 As opposed to the massless gluons and photons, the W boson is very massive, 
around 80 times the proton mass

 As in the case of the gluons (but not the photons), the W boson is charged under both  
electric and weak charges, and therefore can interact with itself

 When interacting with quarks, the W boson will change its charge by one unit and 
therefore also its flavour (including possibly across generations)

W+

d
u

Qin = + 1 + (−1/3) = + 2/3 = Qfin
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The weak boson W
The weak interactions are mediated by three massive bosons: W+, W+, Z0

 90

The main properties of the W bosons are:

 As opposed to the massless gluons and photons, the W boson is very massive, 
around 80 times the proton mass

 As in the case of the gluons (but not the photons), the W boson is charged under both  
electric and weak charges, and therefore can interact with itself

 When interacting with quarks, the W boson will change its charge by one unit and 
therefore also its flavour (including possibly across generations)

W+

d
c

Cin = 0 ≠ Cfin = + 1

Qin = + 1 + (−1/3) = + 2/3 = Qfin
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The weak boson W
The weak interactions are mediated by three massive bosons: W+, W+, Z0

 91

The main properties of the W bosons are:

 As opposed to the massless gluons and photons, the W boson is very massive, 
around 80 times the proton mass

 As in the case of the gluons (but not the photons), the W boson is charged under both  
electric and weak charges, and therefore can interact with itself

 When interacting with quarks, the W boson will change its charge by one unit and 
therefore also its flavour (including possibly across generations)

 In weak interaction processes mediated by the W boson, the flavour quantum 
numbers (strangeness, charmness, botomness) are not conserved quantities
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The weak boson W

 92

Taking into account these properties,  some of the physically allowed 
reactions involving quarks and W bosons will be:
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The weak boson W

 93

Taking into account these properties,  some of the physically allowed 
reactions involving quarks and W bosons will be:

 Electric charge is always conserved
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The weak boson W

 94

Taking into account these properties,  some of the physically allowed 
reactions involving quarks and W bosons will be:

 You can always replace a given quark by the corresponding quark of a different 
generation: for example a down antiquark by a strange antiquark

 Electric charge is always conserved
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The weak boson W

 95

Taking into account these properties,  some of the physically allowed 
reactions involving quarks and W bosons will be:

 If a given reaction is allowed, the corresponding reaction involving the antiparticles is 
also physically allowed

 You can always replace a given quark by the corresponding quark of a different 
generation: for example a down antiquark by a strange antiquark

 Electric charge is always conserved

ū + W+ → s̄ ⇒ u + W− → s
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The weak boson W
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Taking into account these properties,  some of the physically allowed 
reactions involving leptons and W bosons will be:
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The weak boson W

 97

Taking into account these properties,  some of the physically allowed 
reactions involving leptons and W bosons will be:

 Electric charge is always conserved
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The weak boson W

 98

Taking into account these properties,  some of the physically allowed 
reactions involving leptons and W bosons will be:

 Electric charge is always conserved

 Each interaction vertex involves a charged and a neutral lepton that belong to the 
same lepton generation
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The weak boson W

 99

Taking into account these properties,  some of the physically allowed 
reactions involving leptons and W bosons will be:

 Electric charge is always conserved

 Each interaction vertex involves a charged and a neutral lepton that belong to the 
same lepton generation

 You can always replace the two leptons of a given generation for the corresponding 
two leptons of another generation

e+ + W− → ν̄e ⇒ τ+ + W− → ν̄τ
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The weak boson W

 100

Taking into account these properties,  some of the physically allowed 
reactions involving leptons and W bosons will be:

 Electric charge is always conserved

 Each interaction vertex involves a charged and a neutral lepton that belong to the 
same lepton generation

 You can always replace the two leptons of a given generation for the corresponding 
two leptons of another generation

The individual leptonic quantum numbers are always conserved in weak reactions
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The weak boson W

 101

Draw the Feynman diagram for the following processexercise

π+ → μ+ + νμ π+ = (u d̄)
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The weak boson W

 102

exercise

π+ → μ+ + νμ π+ = (u d̄)

 Quarks and leptons only interact indirectly via either photons or W, Z bosons

 Since the electric charge is Q=+-1, then a positively charged W boson is involved

 We know what vertices are allowed involving quarks or leptons and a W boson

Draw the Feynman diagram for the following process

 We have a neutrino in the final state: the weak interaction must be involved
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The weak boson W

 103

exercise

π+ → μ+ + νμ π+ = (u d̄)
Draw the Feynman diagram for the following process

You can check that all relevant quantum numbers are conserved: L, B, Q, …
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Heavy hadron decays
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Weak coupling between generations

 105

We have seen that in processes mediated by the weak gauge 
boson W the flavour of the quarks will change

W+

d
u
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Weak coupling between generations

 106

We have seen that in processes mediated by the weak gauge 
boson W the flavour of the quarks will change

Moreover we can always replace a given quark by the 
corresponding quark of a different generation

W+

d
c
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Weak coupling between generations

 107

We have seen that in processes mediated by the weak gauge 
boson W the flavour of the quarks will change

Moreover we can always replace a given quark by the 
corresponding quark of a different generation

W+

b
c
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Weak coupling between generations

 108

We have seen that in processes mediated by the weak gauge 
boson W the flavour of the quarks will change

Moreover we can always replace a given quark by the 
corresponding quark of a different generation

W+

b
u

The weak interactions mediates transitions between 
quarks of different generations
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Weak coupling between generations

 109

The strength of the weak coupling is similar between quarks of the same generation

u

W+
d

W+
s≃

c
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Weak coupling between generations

 110

The strength of the weak coupling is similar between quarks of the same generation

u

u

W+
d

W+

s≫

The strength of the weak coupling is smaller between quarks of different generation

W+
d

W+
s≃

u

c

≫
u

W+

b

Weak coupling between gens 1 and 2 bigger than between gens 1 and 3
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Drawing Feynman diagrams

If the scattering reaction involves composite particles (hadrons) first of all determine their 
quark decomposition making sure all quantum numbers add up consistently

Then put at the left of the diagram the initial-state particles and at the right of the 
diagram the final-state particles

Attempt to connect the initial and final state particles among them. Note that some 
particles will not interact and will be just spectators in the reaction

Make sure that all interaction vertices conserve the corresponding quantum 
numbers: for example, if gluons or photons are conserved, then Q, B, S, C, b, … should 
be conserved
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Heavy hadron decays

 112

This hierarchy of the weak couplings between quark generations is particularly 
important in order to understand the decays of hadrons that contain heavy quarks

B0 → D− + μ+ + νμ B0 = (d b̄) D− = (dc̄)
what is the corresponding Feynman diagram?

exercise
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Heavy hadron decays

 113

This hierarchy of the weak couplings between quark generations is particularly 
important in order to understand the decays of hadrons that contain heavy quarks

what is the corresponding Feynman diagram?

μ+

W+

νμ

B0 → D− + μ+ + νμ B0 = (d b̄) D− = (dc̄)
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Heavy hadron decays

 114

This hierarchy of the weak couplings between quark generations is particularly 
important in order to understand the decays of hadrons that contain heavy quarks

what is the corresponding Feynman diagram?

B0 → π− + μ+ + νμ B0 = (d b̄) π− = (dū)
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Heavy hadron decays

 115

This hierarchy of the weak couplings between quark generations is particularly 
important in order to understand the decays of hadrons that contain heavy quarks

what is the corresponding Feynman diagram?

μ+

W+

νμ

B0 → π− + μ+ + νμ B0 = (d b̄) π− = (dū)

π−

ū
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Heavy hadron decays

 116

μ+

W+

νμ

π−

ū

μ+

W+

νμ

Which of the two reactions is 
most likely to take place?
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Heavy hadron decays

 117

μ+

W+

νμ

π−

ū

μ+

W+

νμ

Which of the two reactions is 
most likely to take place?

The decay into a pion is more 
suppressed, since the coupling  

Wub (gens 1 and 3) is smaller than 
the coupling Wcb (gens 1 and 2)
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Heavy hadron decays
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exercise

Draw the Feynman diagram associated to this heavy hadron decay

D0 → π− + K− + π+ π+ = (u s̄)

SK− = + 1 , CK− = bK− = BK− = 0

CD0 = + 1 , SD0 = bD0 = BD0 = 0



Heavy hadron decays
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exercise

Draw the Feynman diagram associated to this heavy hadron decay

D0 → π− + K− + π+ π+ = (u s̄)

SK− = + 1 , CK− = bK− = BK− = 0

CD0 = + 1 , SD0 = bD0 = BD0 = 0



Heavy hadron decays
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Note that some reaction processes might look very different from the outside, 
but their similarities become apparent at the Feynman diagram level

B0 → D− + μ+ + νμ

B0 → D− + π+

How do these two decay models relate to each other?



Heavy hadron decays
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Note that some reaction processes might look very different from the outside, 
but their similarities become apparent at the Feynman diagram level

B0 → D− + μ+ + νμ

B0 → D− + π+

How do these two decay models relate to each other?



Heavy hadron decays
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Note that some reaction processes might look very different from the outside, 
but their similarities become apparent at the Feynman diagram level

B0 → D− + μ+ + νμ

B0 → D− + π+

How do these two decay models relate to each other?

These two processes have a very similar probability to happen!
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The weak boson Z
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The weak boson Z
The weak interactions are mediated by three massive bosons: W+, W+, Z0

 124

The main properties of the Z bosons are:

 As opposed to the massless gluons and photons, the Z boson is very massive, 
around 91 times the proton mass (similar to W boson)

mγ = 0

mW± = 80.385 GeV
mg = 0

mZ0 = 91.1876 GeV
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The weak boson Z
The weak interactions are mediated by three massive bosons: W+, W+, Z0

 125

The main properties of the Z bosons are:

 As opposed to the massless gluons and photons, the Z boson is very massive, 
around 91 times the proton mass (similar to W boson)

 As in the case of the gluons (but not the photons), the Z boson is charged under the 
weak charges, and therefore can interact with itself. It is electrically neutral so it 
cannot interact via electromagnetism

Z0

Z0

Z0

Z0
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The weak boson Z
The weak interactions are mediated by three massive bosons: W+, W+, Z0

 126

The main properties of the Z bosons are:

 As opposed to the massless gluons and photons, the Z boson is very massive, 
around 91 times the proton mass (similar to W boson)

 As in the case of the gluons (but not the photons), the Z boson is charged under the 
weak charges, and therefore can interact with itself. It is electrically neutral so it 
cannot interact via electromagnetism

 When interacting with quarks, the Z boson does not change the quark flavour

Z0

d
d
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The weak boson Z
The weak interactions are mediated by three massive bosons: W+, W+, Z0

 127

The main properties of the Z bosons are:

 As opposed to the massless gluons and photons, the Z boson is very massive, 
around 91 times the proton mass (similar to W boson)

 As in the case of the gluons (but not the photons), the Z boson is charged under the 
weak charges, and therefore can interact with itself. It is electrically neutral so it 
cannot interact via electromagnetism

 When interacting with quarks, the Z boson does not change the quark flavour

 In weak interaction processes mediated by the Z boson, the flavour quantum 
numbers (strangeness, charmness, botomness) are always conserved quantities
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The weak boson Z
In terms of its interactions, the weak boson Z is a kind of ``heavy photon’’

 128

In diagrams involving quarks and charged leptons, and where the photon mediates 
the interaction, one can replace the photon by a Z boson

μ+ + μ− → e+ + e−
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The weak boson Z
In terms of its interactions, the weak boson Z is a kind of ``heavy photon’’

 129

In diagrams involving quarks and charged leptons, and where the photon mediates 
the interaction, one can replace the photon by a Z boson

μ+ + μ− → e+ + e−

μ+

μ−

e+

e−

γ
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The weak boson Z
In terms of its interactions, the weak boson Z is a kind of ``heavy photon’’

 130

In diagrams involving quarks and charged leptons, and where the photon mediates 
the interaction, one can replace the photon by a Z boson

μ+ + μ− → e+ + e−

μ+

μ−

e+

e−

Z0
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The weak boson Z
In terms of its interactions, the weak boson Z is a kind of ``heavy photon’’
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The Z boson also mediates processes involving neutrinos

μ+ + μ− → νe + ν̄e

μ+

μ−

νe

ν̄e

Z0
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The weak boson Z
We can now summarise the weak interaction vertices involving the Z boson
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u + ū → Z0 , d + d̄ → Z0 , s + s̄ → Z0 , …

u + Z0 → u , d + Z0 → d , s + Z0 → s , …

Z0 → u + ū , Z0 → d + d̄ , Z0 → s + s̄ , …

with quarks
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The weak boson Z
We can now summarise the weak interaction vertices involving the Z boson
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u + ū → Z0 , d + d̄ → Z0 , s + s̄ → Z0 , …

with quarks

u + Z0 → u , d + Z0 → d , s + Z0 → s , …

Z0 → u + ū , Z0 → d + d̄ , Z0 → s + s̄ , …

Any allowed reaction when particles are interchanged by antiparticles is also allowed

with leptons

e+ + e− → Z0 , μ+ + μ− → Z0 , νe + ν̄e → Z0 , …

e− + Z0 → e− , νe + Z0 → νe , τ+ + Z0 → τ+ , …

Z0 → e− + e+ , Z0 → τ+ + τ− , Z0 → νμ + ν̄μ , …
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the weak interactions
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The weak interactions

 Flavour is not necessarily conserved by the weak interactions: strangeness, charmness, and 
bottomness can vary in reactions mediated by the W bosons (but not by the Z boson)
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the weak interactions
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The weak interactions

 Flavour is not necessarily conserved by the weak interactions: strangeness, charmness, and 
bottomness can vary in reactions mediated by the W bosons (but not by the Z boson)

 The individual leptonic numbers, electric charge, and the baryonic number are conserved in 
reactions mediated by the weak interaction
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the weak interactions
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The weak interactions

 Flavour is not necessarily conserved by the weak interactions: strangeness, charmness, and 
bottomness can vary in reactions mediated by the W bosons (but not by the Z boson)

 The individual leptonic numbers, electric charge, and the baryonic number are conserved in 
reactions mediated by the weak interaction

 The weak interaction is a short range form due to the masses of the W and Z bosons
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the weak interactions
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The weak interactions

 Flavour is not necessarily conserved by the weak interactions: strangeness, charmness, and 
bottomness can vary in reactions mediated by the W bosons (but not by the Z boson)

 The individual leptonic numbers, electric charge, and the baryonic number are conserved in 
reactions mediated by the weak interaction

 The weak interaction is a short range form due to the masses of the W and Z bosons

 The strength of the weak interaction is larger between quarks of the same generation than 
between quarks of different generation
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the weak interactions
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The weak interactions

 Flavour is not necessarily conserved by the weak interactions: strangeness, charmness, and 
bottomness can vary in reactions mediated by the W bosons (but not by the Z boson)

 The individual leptonic numbers, electric charge, and the baryonic number are conserved in 
reactions mediated by the weak interaction

 The weak interaction is a short range form due to the masses of the W and Z bosons

 The strength of the weak interaction is larger between quarks of the same generation than 
between quarks of different generation

 From the point of view of the interactions with leptons and charged quarks, the Z boson 
behaves as it it was a heavy photon
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The weak boson W
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Taking into account these properties,  some of the physically allowed 
reactions involving quarks and W bosons will be:

 If a given reaction is allowed, the corresponding reaction involving the antiparticles is 
also physically allowed

 You can always replace a given quark by the corresponding quark of a different 
generation: for example a down antiquark by a strange antiquark

 Electric charge is always conserved

ū + W+ → s̄ ⇒ u + W− → s
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The weak boson W
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Taking into account these properties,  some of the physically allowed 
reactions involving leptons and W bosons will be:

 Electric charge is always conserved

 Each interaction vertex involves a charged and a neutral lepton that belong to the 
same lepton generation

 You can always replace the two leptons of a given generation for the corresponding 
two leptons of another generation

The individual leptonic quantum numbers are always conserved in weak reactions
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The weak boson W
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Draw the Feynman diagram for the following processexercise

π+ → μ+ + νμ π+ = (u d̄)
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The weak boson W

 142

exercise

π+ → μ+ + νμ π+ = (u d̄)

 Quarks and leptons only interact indirectly via either photons or W, Z bosons

 Since the electric charge is Q=+-1, then a positively charged W boson is involved

 We know what vertices are allowed involving quarks or leptons and a W boson

Draw the Feynman diagram for the following process

 We have a neutrino in the final state: the weak interaction must be involved
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The weak boson W
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exercise

π+ → μ+ + νμ π+ = (u d̄)
Draw the Feynman diagram for the following process

You can check that all relevant quantum numbers are conserved: L, B, Q, …
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Heavy hadron decays
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Weak coupling between generations
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We have seen that in processes mediated by the weak gauge 
boson W the flavour of the quarks will change

W+

d
u
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Weak coupling between generations
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We have seen that in processes mediated by the weak gauge 
boson W the flavour of the quarks will change

Moreover we can always replace a given quark by the 
corresponding quark of a different generation

W+

d
c
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Weak coupling between generations
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We have seen that in processes mediated by the weak gauge 
boson W the flavour of the quarks will change

Moreover we can always replace a given quark by the 
corresponding quark of a different generation

W+

b
c
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Weak coupling between generations

 148

We have seen that in processes mediated by the weak gauge 
boson W the flavour of the quarks will change

Moreover we can always replace a given quark by the 
corresponding quark of a different generation

W+

b
u

The weak interactions mediates transitions between 
quarks of different generations
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Weak coupling between generations
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The strength of the weak coupling is similar between quarks of the same generation

u

W−

d s≃
W−

c
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Weak coupling between generations
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The strength of the weak coupling is similar between quarks of the same generation

u

u

d s≫

The strength of the weak coupling is smaller between quarks of different generation

d s≃

u

c

≫
u

b

Weak coupling between gens 1 and 2 bigger than between gens 1 and 3
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Drawing Feynman diagrams

If the scattering reaction involves composite particles (hadrons) first of all determine their 
quark decomposition making sure all quantum numbers add up consistently

Then put at the left of the diagram the initial-state particles and at the right of the 
diagram the final-state particles

Attempt to connect the initial and final state particles among them. Note that some 
particles will not interact and will be just spectators in the reaction

Make sure that all interaction vertices conserve the corresponding quantum 
numbers: for example, if gluons or photons are conserved, then Q, B, S, C, b, … should 
be conserved
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Heavy hadron decays

 152

This hierarchy of the weak couplings between quark generations is particularly 
important in order to understand the decays of hadrons that contain heavy quarks

B0 → D− + μ+ + νμ B0 = (d b̄) D− = (dc̄)
what is the corresponding Feynman diagram?

exercise
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Heavy hadron decays

 153

This hierarchy of the weak couplings between quark generations is particularly 
important in order to understand the decays of hadrons that contain heavy quarks

what is the corresponding Feynman diagram?

μ+

W+

νμ

B0 → D− + μ+ + νμ B0 = (d b̄) D− = (dc̄)
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Heavy hadron decays
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This hierarchy of the weak couplings between quark generations is particularly 
important in order to understand the decays of hadrons that contain heavy quarks

what is the corresponding Feynman diagram?

B0 → π− + μ+ + νμ B0 = (d b̄) π− = (dū)
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Heavy hadron decays
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This hierarchy of the weak couplings between quark generations is particularly 
important in order to understand the decays of hadrons that contain heavy quarks

what is the corresponding Feynman diagram?

μ+

W+

νμ

B0 → π− + μ+ + νμ B0 = (d b̄) π− = (dū)

π−

ū
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Heavy hadron decays
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μ+

W+

νμ

π−

ū

μ+

W+

νμ

Which of the two reactions is 
most likely to take place?
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Heavy hadron decays
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μ+

W+

νμ

π−

ū

μ+

W+

νμ

Which of the two reactions is 
most likely to take place?

The decay into a pion is more 
suppressed, since the coupling  

Wub (gens 1 and 3) is smaller than 
the coupling Wcb (gens 1 and 2)
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Heavy hadron decays
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Note that some reaction processes might look very different from the outside, 
but their similarities become apparent at the Feynman diagram level

B0 → D− + μ+ + νμ

B0 → D− + π+

How do these two decay models relate to each other?
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Heavy hadron decays
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Note that some reaction processes might look very different from the outside, 
but their similarities become apparent at the Feynman diagram level

B0 → D− + μ+ + νμ

B0 → D− + π+

How do these two decay models relate to each other?
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Heavy hadron decays

 160

Note that some reaction processes might look very different from the outside, 
but their similarities become apparent at the Feynman diagram level

B0 → D− + μ+ + νμ

B0 → D− + π+

How do these two decay models relate to each other?

These two processes have a very similar probability to happen!
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The weak boson Z
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The weak boson Z
The weak interactions are mediated by three massive bosons: W+, W+, Z0

 162

The main properties of the Z bosons are:

 As opposed to the massless gluons and photons, the Z boson is very massive, 
around 91 times the proton mass (similar to W boson)

mγ = 0

mW± = 80.385 GeV
mg = 0

mZ0 = 91.1876 GeV
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The weak boson Z
The weak interactions are mediated by three massive bosons: W+, W+, Z0

 163

The main properties of the Z bosons are:

 As opposed to the massless gluons and photons, the Z boson is very massive, 
around 91 times the proton mass (similar to W boson)

 As in the case of the gluons (but not the photons), the Z boson is charged under the 
weak charges, and therefore can interact with itself. It is electrically neutral so it 
cannot interact via electromagnetism

Z0

Z0

Z0

Z0
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The weak boson Z
The weak interactions are mediated by three massive bosons: W+, W+, Z0
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The main properties of the Z bosons are:

 As opposed to the massless gluons and photons, the Z boson is very massive, 
around 91 times the proton mass (similar to W boson)

 As in the case of the gluons (but not the photons), the Z boson is charged under the 
weak charges, and therefore can interact with itself. It is electrically neutral so it 
cannot interact via electromagnetism

 When interacting with quarks, the Z boson does not change the quark flavour

Z0

d
d
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The weak boson Z
The weak interactions are mediated by three massive bosons: W+, W+, Z0
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The main properties of the Z bosons are:

 As opposed to the massless gluons and photons, the Z boson is very massive, 
around 91 times the proton mass (similar to W boson)

 As in the case of the gluons (but not the photons), the Z boson is charged under the 
weak charges, and therefore can interact with itself. It is electrically neutral so it 
cannot interact via electromagnetism

 When interacting with quarks, the Z boson does not change the quark flavour

 In weak interaction processes mediated by the Z boson, the flavour quantum 
numbers (strangeness, charmness, botomness) are always conserved quantities
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The weak boson Z
In terms of its interactions, the weak boson Z is a kind of ``heavy photon’’
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In diagrams involving quarks and charged leptons, and where the photon mediates 
the interaction, one can replace the photon by a Z boson

μ+ + μ− → e+ + e−
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The weak boson Z
In terms of its interactions, the weak boson Z is a kind of ``heavy photon’’
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In diagrams involving quarks and charged leptons, and where the photon mediates 
the interaction, one can replace the photon by a Z boson

μ+ + μ− → e+ + e−

μ+

μ−

e+

e−

γ
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The weak boson Z
In terms of its interactions, the weak boson Z is a kind of ``heavy photon’’
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In diagrams involving quarks and charged leptons, and where the photon mediates 
the interaction, one can replace the photon by a Z boson

μ+ + μ− → e+ + e−

μ+

μ−

e+

e−

Z0
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The weak boson Z
In terms of its interactions, the weak boson Z is a kind of ``heavy photon’’
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The Z boson also mediates processes involving neutrinos

μ+ + μ− → νe + ν̄e

μ+

μ−

νe

ν̄e

Z0
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The weak boson Z
We can now summarise the weak interaction vertices involving the Z boson
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u + ū → Z0 , d + d̄ → Z0 , s + s̄ → Z0 , …

u + Z0 → u , d + Z0 → d , s + Z0 → s , …

Z0 → u + ū , Z0 → d + d̄ , Z0 → s + s̄ , …

with quarks
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The weak boson Z
We can now summarise the weak interaction vertices involving the Z boson
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u + ū → Z0 , d + d̄ → Z0 , s + s̄ → Z0 , …

with quarks

u + Z0 → u , d + Z0 → d , s + Z0 → s , …

Z0 → u + ū , Z0 → d + d̄ , Z0 → s + s̄ , …

Any allowed reaction when particles are interchanged by antiparticles is also allowed

with leptons

e+ + e− → Z0 , μ+ + μ− → Z0 , νe + ν̄e → Z0 , …

e− + Z0 → e− , νe + Z0 → νe , τ+ + Z0 → τ+ , …

Z0 → e− + e+ , Z0 → τ+ + τ− , Z0 → νμ + ν̄μ , …
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the weak interactions
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The weak interactions

 Flavour is not necessarily conserved by the weak interactions: strangeness, charmness, and 
bottomness can vary in reactions mediated by the W bosons (but not by the Z boson)
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the weak interactions
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The weak interactions

 Flavour is not necessarily conserved by the weak interactions: strangeness, charmness, and 
bottomness can vary in reactions mediated by the W bosons (but not by the Z boson)

 The individual leptonic numbers, electric charge, and the baryonic number are conserved in 
reactions mediated by the weak interaction
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The weak interactions

 Flavour is not necessarily conserved by the weak interactions: strangeness, charmness, and 
bottomness can vary in reactions mediated by the W bosons (but not by the Z boson)

 The individual leptonic numbers, electric charge, and the baryonic number are conserved in 
reactions mediated by the weak interaction

 The weak interaction is a short range form due to the masses of the W and Z bosons
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the weak interactions
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The weak interactions

 Flavour is not necessarily conserved by the weak interactions: strangeness, charmness, and 
bottomness can vary in reactions mediated by the W bosons (but not by the Z boson)

 The individual leptonic numbers, electric charge, and the baryonic number are conserved in 
reactions mediated by the weak interaction

 The weak interaction is a short range form due to the masses of the W and Z bosons

 The strength of the weak interaction is larger between quarks of the same generation than 
between quarks of different generation
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Let us summarise what we have learned about the weak interactions
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The weak interactions

 Flavour is not necessarily conserved by the weak interactions: strangeness, charmness, and 
bottomness can vary in reactions mediated by the W bosons (but not by the Z boson)

 The individual leptonic numbers, electric charge, and the baryonic number are conserved in 
reactions mediated by the weak interaction

 The weak interaction is a short range form due to the masses of the W and Z bosons

 The strength of the weak interaction is larger between quarks of the same generation than 
between quarks of different generation

 From the point of view of the interactions with leptons and charged quarks, the Z boson 
behaves as it it was a heavy photon
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